
A little about sheep

Lincolnshire boasts its own breed - the Lincoln- the finest lustre long wool in the 
world. It has no equals. In common with much Lincolnshire culture its origins are 
hidden by the mists of time.
The Domesday surveys of 1086 seem to show that Saxon sheep farming was firstly 
concerned with milk production. Both wool and manure were by-products. But soon 
after the Norman conquest the wool became the most important product with milk 
taking a second place. Sheep meat remained unimportant. Sheep were found 
everywhere and in greater numbers than all other livestock put together. 
But what of the Lincoln itself? It is believed that the Romans introduced long wool 
sheep to Britain quite early in their occupation. They had been carrying on selective 
sheep breeding since the second century BC to provide quality white wool for the 
Empire. In England the Roman flocks were concentrated largely around their 
principle centres of population including Lindum (Lincoln). Columella described 
white faced, polled "tall sheep" originally from Apulia. Perhaps these are the distant 
ancestors of the Lincoln.
What is certain is that Lincolnshire sheep and sheep farmers were gaining a fine 
reputation quite early on. By 1208 the lords of Hungerford had imported Lincoln 
Rams into their Downton manor and when selling improved "crisp" Lindsey wool it 
soon becomes obvious that the sheep of Lincolnshire were special and different. 
Henry de Lacy , Earl of Lincoln, had extensive estates centred around Bolingbroke. 
In 1295 the sale of 1,966 fleeces formed part of his income and Thornton Abbey 
owned 7,453 sheep spread between its 27 granges. Flemish weavers imported 
large quantities of wool from Lincolnshire and records show 2 priories in the Wolds 
each supplying an Italian merchant with 18 sacks of wool annually in the early 
1300s. A wool sack had a set weight of 364lbs so 18 sacks equals 468 stones of 
wool!!!



Wealth flowed into Lincolnshire from all over Europe. It produced some of the best 
wool in Europe and became one of the richest counties in England. It was upon the 
backs of its sheep that some of the finest mediaeval churches ever to be built were 
resting. Yet we shall never know how these early Lincoln long wools differed from 
the modern breed, for no one bothered to draw or paint them. There is a general 
consensus amongst agricultural writers from the Middle Ages onwards that the 
Lincolnshire sheep was the largest breed that gave the heaviest and longest fleece. 
Gervaise Markham wrote in 1614 that Lincolnshire had the largest sheep.
Daniel Defoe, visiting Lincolnshire in 1724, remarked, "here it is that so vast a 
quantity of sheep are fed as makes this county, ......an inexhaustible fountain of 
wool for all the manufacturing counties of England". Two lovely paintings of "old 
Lincoln ram" and " old Lincoln ewe and lamb" both painted by William Shiels RSA in 
the 1830's survive in the care of the National Museum of Scotland" and a quote 
from 1842 describes - " the lower parts of Lincolnshire are inhabited by a race 
remarkable beyond any other for their size, their coarseness and massy forms and 
the length of their wool. They are destitute of horns. Their long unctuous wool 
almost hangs to the ground and they have a large tuft on their forehead".
But by the 1840s the old Lincoln sheep were already giving way to the new 
"improved" dual purpose Lincoln breed - bred for both meat and wool. This, and not 
the older "wool only" producing sheep, is what we have today.
The reputation of the old Lincolnshire rested upon the grazing marshes. For it was 
here that the very finest fleeces were grown. It was said that the regular sea mists 
blowing over the sheep were what gave the wool its finest qualities. To this day no 
one really knows why- but the grazing marshes are of great importance in this story 
of Lincolnshire's 'White gold" and we must hope that the work of the Coastal 
Grazing Marshes Project will not be undone. One important thing to note is that 
Lincoln sheep will stand damp ground without developing foot-rot, a trait they share 
with he the Romney Marsh sheep. It may well be that Romney's were bred with 
Lincolns in the Middle Ages - another part of their story lost in the swirling sea 
mists.
What of the future?
By1971 there were only 15 flocks left and a few dedicated breeders have worked 
tirelessly to save the Lincoln. There are now less than 700 ewes on the Flock 
Books and the Lincoln is classified "vulnerable" by the Rare Breed Survival Trust.
You can help - search out Lincoln sheep meat and wool products. If you knit or 
crochet contact Louise Fairburn, who supplies lovely yarn from her own flock 
www.risbygrangelongwools.co.uk  or contact the breed society LLSBA, Lincoln 
Showground, Grange de Lings, Lincoln LN2 2NA  telephone 01522 511395 
www.lincolnlongwools.co.uk

Remember- once lost these beautiful and important animals are gone forever. 
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